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As we prepare to make history, let us not forget the past…
which is a tall order, as Naomi Klein reminds us with each
page of her incredible The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of
Disaster Capitalism. Her analysis of the manifestos that
shaped the global economies have been described as brave,
brilliant, bold, epic, impassioned, masterful, stunning and
scary. Her 40-plus years of alternative history will overload
your senses and make you rethink the media assaults on
your sensibilities as the new administration prepares to take
charge. Klein offers valuable insight into how we've gotten to
where we are today to help us prepare for change… and also
help us to understand how our priorities of ending the war,
improving our education systems and providing for universal
healthcare coverage are joined at the hip to our fragile
economy.
We have already heard all of the partisan
bickering and posturing over the economic
bailout actions that are being taken by
Washington and the President Elect’s new
stimulus plans as fears of ‘deficits’ and
‘socialism’ are replaced with ‘in Gaza, the
real enemy is Iran’ [LA Times] and ‘Iran’s
Hamas Strategy’ [WSJ]. Today CNN
obviously spun Obama’s appearance on
ABC’s
‘This
Week’
with
George
Stephanopoulos to make it sound like Iran
was the top priority on his list when the
‘Middle East peace process as a whole’

was only one of the many challenges he is prepared to deal
with on Day One. He told Stephanopoulos that ‘he was
determined to break the deadlock that has gone on for
decades.’ It sometimes seems to me that the press is
continuing to work overtime to either create or recycle
partisan news. Perhaps the openness that has been displayed
by the Obama Transition Team will continue to offset that
tendency.
Many have already said that as the Obama era gets under
way, more people are in agreement that a new policy of
engagement with Iran is in order. On ABC today, the
President-Elect himself said, “And we are going to have to
take a new approach. And I've outlined my belief that
engagement is the place to start.” It’s not new news, he’s
said it all before, but he is trying to keep our focus on the
total picture. Thankfully, the thinking of Naomi Klein and
others is also open to innovative approaches to stopping the
killing in Israel and Gaza and securing peace in the Middle
East as her latest article in The Nation attests. Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions – BDS for short – is a coalition of
Palestinian groups that in 2005 proposed to end the
increasingly bloody occupation by appealing to people of
conscience around the world. Economic sanctions are the
most effective tools in the nonviolent arsenal. Surrendering
them verges on active complicity. Their appeal was for
having broad boycotts imposed and divestment initiatives,
similar to those applied to South Africa to end apartheid,
implemented against Israel… and as she reports, it is
beginning to work. Intelligent minds were no longer waiting
for governments to act. The weapons and $3 billion in annual
aid that the US sends to Israel is only the beginning. Instead

they launched a communications campaign of phone calls,
emails and instant messages from Tel Aviv to Toronto to
Paris to Gaza City. Klein herself dropped her Israeli publisher
of eight years in favor a small activist press, deeply involved
in the anti-occupation movement, called Andalus, for the
publishing of The Shock Doctrine.
A version of Klein’s extremely interesting article, 'Enough It’s time for a boycott' was published in the UK’s The
Guardian on 10 January 2009. Noted in it was the fact that
several days into Israel's Gaza assault, the managing director
of one British telecommunications industry that specializes in
voice-over-Internet services, sent this email to MobileMax,
an Israeli tech firm:
"As a result of the Israeli government action in the last
few days we will no longer be in a position to consider
doing business with yourself or any other Israeli
company.”
The decision wasn't seen as political, but rather a move to
keep from losing clients. It was a commercial defense, the
kind of business calculation that led to many companies
pulling out of South Africa. I for one am looking forward to
our Internet-powered presidency...
Join in – Bob

